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REPORTS FROM MEMBERS ; ( to review their many stories scroll down ; )

=========================================== TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN ACCESS

THESE FREQUENCIES, SEE THE END OF THIS EMAIL (SCROLL DOWN)

=========================================== INTRODUCTION - WHAT ARE THESE

FREQUENCIES ABOUT? ....................................................................................... How can Saturn mess

you up? A medical astrologer would say something like; "Contracting, slowing, binding, restricting,

hardening, devitalising, cold and dry, melancholic The lower legs, ankles, circulation, pineal body. The

knees, bones, teeth, skin, joints, hair, parathyroids, right side of the body. But then it gets REALLY

messy; (Note I am NOT a Rosicrucian nor do I subscribe to their ideas, but the notes astrologically

information wise are in my opinion objectively sound, reference wise)

rosicrucian.com/mos/moseng09.htm#par143 Imagine if a frequency could offset some significant part of

this? ------------------------------ REPORTS FROM USERS OF THIS FREQUENCY COLLECTION ; --- On

Wed, 11/26/08, J_S wrote:   From: J_S   Subject: Re: [the_sound_of_stars] Saturn Shield - Report   To:

the_sound_of_stars@yahoogroups.com   Received: Wednesday, November 26, 2008, 6:57 AM   This is

interresting...you know, last week I was running the   saturn-tracks, and nr.3 especially. And the first

Amethyst   some..and then I got going on this new music-track of mine   that I posted about yesterday...  

I started out with this calm, powerful feeling, and got   into a lot of problems, that I solved...   Im usually to

impatient to endure such an amount of   resistance without giving up..and get side-tracked.   I got a very

strong physical reaction at once from the   first in the series, over the scalp and neck..   all the new ones

do that to some extent.     Zangsta     J_S --- On Tue, 11/25/08, Kat King To:

the_sound_of_stars@yahoogroups.com   Received: Saturday, August 28, 2010, 3:08 PM   I am getting

lots of benefit   from listening to the Saturn Shield freqs now. As the full   moon was conjuncting my own

natal Saturn, I just naturally   reached for them.     Benefits: Clearer thinking, reduced fatigue, able to

follow   patterns, generating structure and working within it, much   greater focus.     I am playing the

Saturn and FinVit freqs (FinVit is a real   boost now with Jupiter and Uranus conjoined in transit and   their

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=4592893


entrance into Aries after Pisces.     I hope Doc you won't mind me sharing a good article about   this

Mercury Retrograde period and its much larger   significance to us all. Just good info we all can use:    

aquariuspapers.com/astrology/2010/08/mercury-retrograde-in-virgo-in-august-september-2010---beginnin

g-the-adventure-despite-the-inadequacies.html     I for one will be using Saturn Shield and Financial  

Vitality through this time, as I have some strong personal   planet connections during this time.     Don't

forget Saturn Shield, folks. It rocks!     Kat

==================================================== ACCESS SATURN SHIELD HERE ;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- SAVE $20.00 USD OFF

THE NORMAL RETAIL PRICE - CLICK HERE ;

https://paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=NUKPLVLL44FAS (allow 24 hours

for access link to be sent to you?) OR, get immediate access now for the nornal list price by clicking here

; tradebit.com/filedetail.php/4592893-saturn-shield-program-kit

===================================================== (Normal list price for all files

together is $119.88, but when you buy them as a kit all together its only $69.97 !) SATURN SHIELD ( G -

For General Protection ) comes in four parts, each part unique fits together AND allows for the use to

adapt to a given track when one 'feels' more right than the others. Different energetics are imbued in each

track, together the four work together. Enjoy! This collection contains the following products: SATURN

SHIELD G1.mp3 SATURN SHIELD G2.mp3 SATURN SHIELD G3.mp3 SATURN SHIELD G4 e.mp3
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